In the present paper, we study some application properties of the approximation for the sequences and . These sequences depend on the arbitrary (but fixed) parameters and . Here, we study the effect of these parameters on tends speed of the two families of operators and and the CPU times which are occurring on the approximation by a choosing fixed .
1-Introduction
The classical Baskakov operators of bounded continuous functions on the interval [ , which defined as: [3] Suppose that
The n-th order of classical Baskakov is defined as: ∑
where [ ] . The article proved the Korovkins' conditions for the convergence of Baskakov operators. [4] Berens and Suzuki were studied the classes for continuous functions with compact support and getting some results concerning bounded continuous functions. [8] , [9] Bernstein polynomials and Szasz-Mirakian operators are the especial cases of Baskakov operators considered by May. [7] In recent years, some applications had been done for sequences of linear positive operators by use Maple programs.
Sharma was studied the rate of convergence of q-Durrmeyer operators and he used maple programming to describe the approximation for two sequences of operators. [5] Mursaleen and Asif khan, they studied approximation properties of q-Bernstein-Shurer operators and they found the error estimate. In addition, they proved graphically the convergence for by these operators. [ 
The operators are well define on the function , , we obtain. , such that we get the best case is and .
3-2 The CPU time
The following table is explain the CPU   time for the operators  ,  where We found the best CPU time introduced by by using the same test function . Now we will test the second function (2.4) on the same two sequence of operators with the same steps as above. 
5-Conclusions
In this paper, we defined the sequence of a linear positive operators depends on the parameters and give some of its properties. In addition, we made an application of the sequences , to show the effect of these parameters on tends speed occurs by these operators are betters than all tends speed of the sequence , where is the test function. We also find a better effect of the parameters when betters than previous cases of parameters . Finally, by the applying the two operators , we get the best CPU time introduced by by using the second test function.
